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SAAM is a pilot action of educational mobility between Africa and Europe
in the field of vocational training.
This newsletter gathers the most relevant milestones achieved
since our second newsletter publication in May 2021.

What will you find?

Mobilities

Meet the partners

Mom! We are famous

Expert mobilities
Peer mobilities

Interviews:
Dr. Kipkirui Langat (Director General
TVET Authority)
Fr. Simon Asira (Provincial Superior of
Don Bosco Eastern Africa)

The best dissemination activities
that took place in the last months
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WHAT IS SAAM ?

SAAM in 4 numbers:
24 countries: 8 countries from European Union and 16 from Africa.
36 partners: 17 partners from EU and 19 from Africa, who are VET centres,
youth organizations and institutions. They all bring their knowledge in their
specialty.
3 fields involved: Agriculture, Hospitaliy and Tourism, engineering and
manufacturing
4 million Euro: funded by the AU-EU Skills for Youth employment program

SAAM in 3 steps :
More than 100 EU staff from European VET centers will travel to Africa.
For a two-week job-shadowing when they will observe the VET system in
Africa and then gather information with the aim of creating a report that
will support the building of a strategy to improve the different centers
African staff will travel to Europe. For a seminar in Brussels about
Educative Mobility followed by a few weeks stay in a European VET
center. Thanks to this mobility African staff will be able to design an
action plan to implement an international department in their VET
center. After that, EU mobility experts will travel to each partner country
in Africa to support the execution of the plan.
More than 300 African VET students will travel to Europe: A mobility
project is an experience abroad that is a chance to learn, discover and
develop new abilities. They will come back more empowered

SAAM in 3 goals :
To pilot an action of educational mobility between vocational training entities connecting
Africa and Europe
To exchange knowledge, methodologies and good practices among VET centers in Africa
and Europe

To improve knowledge, technical and pedagogical skills of VET staff and centers

Expert mobilities

LIBERIA
From June 12th to June 19th, right
after the Nairobi International
Meeting, Alfredo Garmendia and
Begoña Inchaurraga, both from
Centro San Viator, visited Liberia.

authorities such as the Honorable
Minister of Youth & Sports, Mr.
Dester Zeogar Wilson, the Nuncio
or the European Delegation in
Liberia.

They spent that week living with
the Don Bosco Technical High
School community in Monrovia.
They discovered there the facilities
of the center, they visited some
institutions and met several
“Whatever you do now will have an
impact on your future”

Alfredo Garmendia's speech for the
students and teachers of Don Bosco
Technical High School in Monrovia.
Our expert from San Viator wanted to
highlight the importance of education
being the real “root” of everyone’s
future.

Meet the SAAMEES
During their stay in Don Bosco Technical High School community, Alfredo
and Begoña had time to meet many students and discuss with them the
project, their expectations and their fears.
The students also talked to the experts about why they are studying in that
center and how they imagine their future.

PLAY IT
HERE!

READ IT
HERE!

SENEGAL
Manon Lapasset and Sergio Lagarde
(both from Asociación Mundus) were
in Senegal from July 3rd to July 11th
visiting ESMP (Dakar) and Don Bosco
Medina Fall (Thiès).

They travelled together but the
experts worked separately for two
days.
After arrival, Manon started
working on Thiès and Sergio
stayed for a couple of days in
Dakar to visit ESMP and to
disseminate the project by meeting
embassies and the European
Union Delegation in Senegal.
Sergio had a very interesting
working session with ESMP during
those days.

At that time, Manon was already
discovering the Don Bosco Medina
Fall center, meeting the students
and also the parents:

At school, the children receive professional
education, but also personal and educational
training. I notice the difference at home in his
behavior.
The future for Africa and for Senegal is with the
VET education. We need employability so that
young people can lead the country in the future
(Parent of a student)

Once the experts got reunited again
they completed their agenda in
Thiès.
They
visited
several
companies where the Don Bosco
students do internships, other VET
centers in Thiès, they met local
authorities…

READ IT
HERE!

SUDAN
The experts of this mobility
were Endika Crespo and
Begoña
Inchaurraga
from
Centro San Viator.
They travelled to Sudan to visit
the St. Joseph Vocational
Training Center. They were
there from August 28th to
September 5th.
After getting to know the
center, the teachers andthe
students. Endika and Begoña

started to have institutional
meetings already during the first
days of their stay.
They met Mr. Michele Rescaldani,
EU Programme Manager for
Resilience
and
Sustainable
Development in Sudan, they had a
meeting with the GIZ Employment
Initiative in Khartoum, the
secretary of the Bishop or the
nuncio.
The last day they also met the
Deputy Ambassador in the
Spanish Embassy, Mr. Alfonso
Herrero.

READ IT
HERE!

BENIN
Alfredo Garmendia (San Viator)
and Sergio Lagarde (Mundus)
visited Benin and our partner
there:
École
Professionnelle
Salésienne Saint Jean Bosco.
They were in Cotonou
October 3rd to October 9th.

from

As in every mobility, Alfredo and
Sergio spent a lot of time with the
teachers, the director (Mr. Patrick
Hinvi) and the Head of studies (Mr.
Bienvenu).

In this mobility, our experts
achieved to present SAAM to 765
students of the school in 4
different sessions.
Sergio and Alfredo met with the
Head of VET in Benin, the Minister
of VET Education with the EU
Delegation.
They also visited other VET centre
and had time to discover the
culture and traditions of the
country.

A VET STORY...
In Benin, our experts visited a former Don Bosco
student, now entrepreneur, and discovered and
amazing story. He was financed by the
community to complete his training and now he
has 25 employees. Moreover, he is training young
students to give them the opportunity to be
trained in the real labour market.

“To give back to society the opportunity
I had some years ago”.

READ IT
HERE!

MALAWI
After a very long journey, Alfredo
Garmendia and Ainhoa de la Cruz
from Centro San Viator arrived in
Lilongwe.
That very first day, the day of
arrival, they already visited an
electrical company.
The partner there is Don Bosco
Youth Techical School Lilongwe
and the experts spent almost 10
days with the Community (from

October 12th to October 21st).
The experts visited Ms Maria
Angeles Soriano, the honorary
consul of Spain in Malawi, the
Delegation of the European Union,
the Ministry of Labour, the
Technical, Entrepreneurial and
Vocational Education and Training
Authority.
Apart from the institutional visits,
Alfredo and Ainhoa went to see a
couple of hotels where the
students do internships and they

This was a double mobility: Alfredo Garmendia
and Ainhoa de la Cruz visited the country
both as experts and as peers.
had the chance to met the families
of some Don Bosco students. This
was a very special moment. The
experts took this opportunity to
inform the families about the
project and what it can mean to
their sons and daughters.
"Their faces reflected the pride
they feel for their children mixed

with a certain expectation and
nervousness", said the experts.
Also, Ainhoa and Alfredo had the
chance to celebrate Mother's day in
Malawi, bank holiday in the country,
and visited places like the Old
Town, the comercial part of the city
of Lilongwe.

READ IT
HERE!

CHAD
Begoña Inchaurraga (San Viator)
Sergio Lagarde (Mundus) were in
Chad from November 6th to
November 13th.
They visited the partner there:
École Professionnelle Don Bosco
N'Djamena.
The journey was long, but the
experience definitely deserved
those long hours!

They met the EU Delegation in
Chad, they had a meeting with the
Chad Diocesis to which the Don
Bosco centre belong and they had
the opportunity to attend an official
meeting involving the main
representatives
of
several
institutions: the Ministries, Don
Bosco administration team, the
National Fund from Employmend,
Head of other VET schools, etc...
The experts also had the
opportunity to visit the Agriculture
VET centre based in Mandelia.

READ IT
HERE!

The expert mobilities in Mali, Tunisia and Angola have already taken
place and very soon you will receive the diaries of each experience.
Stay tuned!

Peer mobilities

How did you prepare your mobility?
MILAGROSA – First of all, I went to the web and search information about the place:
location of Ebolowa in the South of Cameroon, a bit of its history and culture, the
languages talked over there, the music and the typical food. Later on, I went to “Sanidad
exterior” to get the vaccinations needed and I contacted the Embassy in Madrid to get
the visa.
RENATO – This mobility was prepared with great expectation and commitment. From
the beginning of the project we started to prepare every possible step between the
entity that I represent – INSIGNARE and SAAM. Online meetings were essential.
GÉRARD - We begin the preparation with three videoconference meetings. The
destination was Cameroon and our African partners the Center of formation Don Bosco
in Ebolowa. Our Europeans partners were represented by Milagrosa and Renato. These
meetings were good opportunities to discuss and exchange about our cultures, work
and expectations from the project. We also had the chance to meet students from
Ebolowa to learn more about their current training and expectations. This preliminary
work made our first face-to-face meeting smooth and productive.

Define briefly the experience and what it has meant to you.
M – The experience has been a kind of personal growth for me. At the beginning
in our first contacts with the place my mind processed it in European terms but
once at the school and after sharing with the people over there, my heart took the
place of my mind and I realized that we are the same humans being living the
same play but in different scenarios.
G - This was my first time in Africa! It was obviously a great cultural shock but
also a wonderful discovery of great people working on education. They bring to
young people a well-defined structure with discipline, diversified education and
welcoming accommodation to make them into autonomous citizens. I saw Don
Bosco center as an open sanctuary giving all needed tools to build oneself. I note
that numerous values advocated by Don Bosco are similar with those of SEPR. I
am especially convinced by the necessity to provide the same chances of
learning and development to every student.

Has your perspective/opinion about the project changed since the mobility?
M – Yes, it has. Since the mobility I feel the project more challenging than ever
but at the same time the experience with our African peers has given me the
energy needed to make it possible.
R – Yes. Changed for the better. This project is seen by INSIGNARE as an asset,
and the mobility and exchange of experiences with partners made me believe
that despite being a pilot project, we can do very important things for the different
countries involved and the students.

In a more personal way, how did you feel when you finally met your African peers
in real life and not through a computer screen?
R- I think it was a that feeling that: now yes. We are in Cameroon, with people
from here. It’s time to share, meet and experience these people and this country. I
must say that they were fantastic in the way they welcomed and accompanied
us.
G - I was really happy. Their warm welcoming was even more perceptible face-toface. We were able to share more about us and this lead to very productive and
nice discussions.

What tip would you share with someone who is about to go on a peer mobility?
M – I would remind him or her the slogan of a publicity which says “Be water, my
friend”. I mean let’s stay open in every sense, be attentive to everything that
happens and let your heart beat with the people that you meet there.
R – This answer is easy. What can I say to colleagues who are about to go on a
peer mobility! Just enjoy, become part of the community where you are
integrated, don’t be there as tourists. Share, feel, learn everything that these
countries offer us and give your best.

What was the most exciting thing for you?
M - There has been lots of excitement in the experience. If I had to choose, I
would keep the kindness of the people and the sounds of Nature in Cameroon.
G - I was really excited to be immersed in the quotidian of Cameroon people
without filters or sugarcoating.

Did you find any obstacles (such as the language)?
M – Speaking a foreign language all the time is always some kind of obstacle
because although you can understand and speak the language, foreign words are
not enough to express all that you want to communicate. Sometimes my mind
was disconnected and I pay attention to body language with all my heart.
The support of our peers has been the key in my opinion for the success of the
mission, without them everything would have been harder and even nearly
impossible. So I cannot add any other obstacles because I guess they have
overcome them for us.
R – Despite being a very different country from Portugal, the way i faced the
mobility allowed me to easily integrate and develop the work that was proposed.
The language, in particular some verb tenses, and more specific words made
communication a little slower. But all the participants were sensitive and
collaborative.

How has the mobility helped you for the next phases of the project?
G - The mobility enables a better understanding of the needs in education and
training. Potential problems are also more easily predictable. We created good
relationships which will facilitate all further interactions. Finally, we have now a
more accurate perception of future steps to be discussed remotely (scouting,
locations, materials…).

R- Yes of course. The main objective of this phase of the mobility was to know
the partners, their particularities, limitations and ambitions with SAAM. This
mobility help us to know all these objectives. It was an asset for us to move on to
the next phase in a coordinated manner and with the potential to be an asset to
our partners.

What would you highlight about mobility?
M - I would point out the team spirit created between Cameroon, France, Portugal
and Spain. It was our first time together and we were able to share in peaceful
harmony the long journeys of travel and to carry out joyfully the duties of the
mission.
R - Team work with the Spanish, French and Cameroon partners.

Click here to read the full version.

Click here to read the full version.

Define briefly the experience and what it has meant to you:
The peer mobility was a truly especial experience because it gave all the peers
the key to unlock the door of VET systems and how the schools work themselves.
The mobility allowed us to start the process of building a strong bond between
the schools, the people representing them and us, WeYouth. We can say that we
put the basis of long term relationships among the schools.

Has your opinion about the project changed since hosting this group of peers?
I already had a good impression on the SAAM project. I already had the
opportunity in the experts mobility and in the monitoring and plenary online
sessions to see the passion, the dedication and the effort behind. This mobility
just confirmed it.

What was the most exciting thing for you regarding this mobility?
The most exciting thing was seeing the peers communicating with the students,
overcoming the language barriers. The students were very curios about them,
their job, their schools and the students on the other side of the Mediterranean.
Their high motivation had a great and positive impact on the European peers.

In a more personal way, how did you feel when you finally met your European
peers in real life and not through a computer screen?
In this uncertain and unique year I’m glad that it was possible to have both the
mobilities.

Could you share with us what sort of activities were planned in the agenda?
We had meetings with embassies to present briefly SAAM and present them the
next year’s plan for the mobilities to Europe. Then we had one week of intense job
shadowing and getting to know the schools activities visiting with the students
the places where they have the practical part of their studies (farms, olive oil
industry etc). Every day there were some fun activities organized by the students,
to introduce the peers to Tunisian music, food and culture in general. At the end
oh the mobility we spend 2 days all together, we did some sightseeing in Tunis
and Sidi Bou Said. And last but not least we had a debrief session with the peers,
to have their feedbacks and discuss also next steps.

How did your entity organize the visits to the three different VET schools? And
how did you divide the group of peers?
Me, representing the International Cooperation department of WeYouth, along
with my colleague Baraa Bahri, the programme officer of Economic Opportunities,
organized and coordinate the logistics of mobility and facilitate activities at the
schools, to also overcome language barriers. The schools took care of the
activities during our stay there.
We divided into two groups to make it efficient in the short time we had. The
groups were made based on the evaluation after the mobility of the experts. We
took the decision to match the schools from the beginning and make the peers
staying and having activities only with the school assigned to them. To be more
specific I went with Michele Sinico (SCF) to Thibar VET school and my colleague
went to Boughrara VET centre with Maria from AKMI and Karii from Kpedu. I
follow up with the other teem during the whole mobility, and then we had the
chance to hear the other team experience in the debrief session.

What would you highlight about the mobility?
The connection that the students, us and the school’s staff made with the peers.

Why do you think these experiences are important for the project and the
partners involved?
It is indeed fundamental to see what the partners are doing with our eyes. It’s
important that the peers had to fill themselves the WP4 and it was not just a
questionnaire sent via email to the schools. It made them truly understand the
system and now they have all the info and material to make the mobilities in
Europe efficient. They saw the diamonds and the difficulties, now they can build
on it.

How do you see the next phases of the project?
The mobility of African peers to Europe will be also an important moment since
we will all have the chance to meet up in person, inchallah. It will also be the
moment to frame and design the mobility of the students, and we are eager to
see how that’s going to be.

What is the thing your organization is looking forward to the most regarding
the mobility to Europe?
We believe us as WeYouth going to Finland, to Kpedu, we look forward to get
insight of the management area and the international mobilities department. Of
course the meeting and training in Brussels it will be one of the turning points in
SAAM and it will be a great chance to represent our organisation, the job we’re
doing and networking.

Has this mobility helped the people in your organization to know more about
SAAM?
Yes, the peers located in Boughrara had the chance to visit WeYouth and meeting
with the team, which as well was fruitful and they got a clearer idea of the job
we’re doing. The social media communication for the mobilities was a great way
to help people understand more about SAAM.

NAIROBI INTERNATIONAL MEETING MEMORIES

The SAAM team had the pleasure to interview him after his intervention
during the meeting:
Fr. Simon, how would you describe
the mission of DBTA?
The work of Don Bosco regarding
education is helping young people to
become useful members of the
society. In Don Bosco we prepare
young people to become good
Christians and honest citizens by
providing them skills so that they are
able to get a job.

DBTA is assisting in this aspect,
which links us with partners from
Africa itself, but also from Europe
whose work is also giving skills to
young people. So, I find DBTA a very
useful instrument for young people
here in Africa and Madagascar.

How would SAAM fit there and what
was your first impression when you
heard about the project?
Young people are eager to go
beyond themselves, to go beyond
what they know, so those who are
from Nairobi they don’t want to stay
just in Nairobi or they don’t want only
to remain attached to people from
Nairobi, but they want to know
something beyond Nairobi, beyond
Kenya.

Young people are eager to
go beyond themselves
They want to know what other young
people are doing in Uganda, in Sudan
and even in Europe, in Latin America
and in other parts of the world. So, I
find SAAM a tool to respond to the
desires of young people. Wherever I
go, visiting the communities, young
people are always asking me when
can we create a kind of intercommunity exchange so they can go
and meet new friends and see what
other people are doing. I find that
SAAM, which is supporting these
mobilities, is a response to the
yearning of young people.

Do you think it is a good example of
how the African Union and the
European Union can work together to
promote the mobility of students and
young people in general?
For sure. I think that it is a very
beautiful example. Also, because
sometimes young people in Africa
think that in Europe there is
everything, so they have this dream
of going to Europe or going to
America. But when they go there,
they find out that there are also
young people in Europe who are
jobless.
On the other hand, in other parts of
Europe they think that Africa is all
problems, all hunger, all lack of
peace, and when they come, they
find out that people are living in
tranquillity, there is happiness and
joy. So, I think SAAM is a very fine
opportunity for young people to
come to see how other young people
live and to appreciate one another.

Finally, besides all the difficulties
we had because of the pandemic,
how do you find this event?

This event is charismatic, is
prophetic in the sense that many
other organisations are suspending
their meetings because of the fear of
COVID. I find this event very
prophetic because despite the fact
that there is fear all over the world,
yet we can exercise caution, we can
exercise care, but at the same time
we are able to meet and exchange.
So, I want to say congratulations.

I think SAAM is a very fine
opportunity for young people
to come to see how other
young people live and to
appreciate one another

Father Simon Asira, Provincial Superior of Don Bosco Eastern Africa

The duty of this organisation is to equip the youth with the relevant skills and competences that will
enable them to meet the demand of the industry and also to ensure that those who want to go for selfemployment are also equipped with the competences which include entrepreneurship:
"There, the emphasis is specially in equity, to ensure that we look at the gender parity and to ensure
that we integrate gender in TVET. We are also looking at the people living with disability and
marginalized communities within the country".

What do you think it is the level of attention the government is giving to TVET
education?
Well, TVET is actually one of the priority sectors in government and the reason is that
only 20% of the students that come from high school proceed to university. 80% of
them are meant to go through the TVET pathway and that is where the government is
putting a lot of emphasis. First, we have done a lot of expansion

across the country, now we are talking over close to 300 TVET institutions working for
the national government. Over 1.000 managed by the county government and we have
close to around 700 private TVET institutions. So, in essence this means that about
600.000 students go through TVET. We are planning to increase this number, close to
1M - 1.5M in the next three years. This is to ensure that all the young people in the
country are given the skills so that they are able to support themselves, they are able to
participate meaningfully in the social economic development of the country.

And this way we are going to build a global community!
SAAM, as a pilot project from the European Commission and African Union granted with
4M euros, is going to open the Erasmus+ programme in terms of international mobility
in the future between the European continent and African continent. What do you think
this kind of project of mobility can give to the TVET students and teachers?
I think the most important thing, and this is where we are aiming all of us, is to have an
internationally recognised qualification. And that is why through the AU we are currently
working on a continental TVET qualification.
We also need that this qualification is comparable to other qualifications across the
globe and therefore, the exchange that will be happening between Africa and Europe
will equally give the opportunity not only for the students but also for the teachers to be
able to see out there. We also hope that it also opens mobility for other those who have
finished training because they will be able to look for jobs across the globe. The
teachers who are coming to Africa will also be able to appreciate the opportunities that
there are in Africa and they will also be able to appreciate the competences that the
young people in Africa are being able to gain. And this way we are going to build a
global community!

Father Simon Asira and Mr. Kipkirui Langat Langat were present in the Nairobi
International Meeting.
If you want to relive it, you can watch the video summary.
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SAAM is moving so fast and the dissemination of the project is key to let the
whole world know about it! Since our last newsletter, these have been the most
important actions. Remember to share with us all the communication activities
about SAAM that you are doing in your organisaiton!

Alfredo Garmendia participates in
“VET for integral and inclusive education in Europe”

Béatrice Bellet presents SAAM in the information session of the European
Commission about the policy background and application procedure of the
Capacity building in VET 2022 call for proposals under the Erasmus+.

SAAM was in Berlin for the EfVET
event 2021!

San Viator talks about SAAM on the radio!

Béatrice Bellet represents SAAM in the first seminar on
academic cooperation between Africa and Spain

Our mobility experts continue meeting authorities in each country
and now the peers are also doing interviews on the local and
community radios!

SAAM FACTSHEET
SAAM VIDEO
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